Inventing the future in Ballarò
Training Course in Childcare and Job placement
www.inventareballaro.it

Objectives:
* To develop specific professional skills leading to vocational integration
* To enable local and immigrant girls/women to re-enter the education system and to build on competences that can be employed in the local labour context
* To create conditions enabling the target group to develop personal “skills” and to “realize life plans they can give a value to” by again enjoying learning, possibly planning to go back to regular educational courses so to gain official high school qualifications
* To provide competencies on parenthood and support the concept of family
* To promote intercultural dialogue and mutual understanding among different cultures
* To support intergenerational relationships (youth and adults)
* To enhance ‘Albergheria’ (project's focus district area)

Activities:
* Vocational training course
* Internship
* Creation of a multi-purpose centre which includes baby parking, games room and after-school classes
* Stage
* Workshops for the community

Follow the project IN ACTION

Results:
* Manual “Inventing the future in Ballarò”

Partners:
* Coordinator: CESIE – European Centre of Studies and Initiatives
* Centro per lo Sviluppo Creativo Danilo Dolci
* Centro Internazionale per le Culture Ubuntu
* Euroform

Date of project: 30/06/2008 – 30/06/2010

Institution of reference: Foundation with the South – Bando Educazione Giovani 2007

Contact:
CESIE: valentina.logalbo@cesie.org